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SUMMARY: A collaterally expandable charged particle spectrometer based on PC 
contraband particle identification is described. A typical system conßguratkm consisting 
of two channels are used to test the system performance. 

1. Introduction 

The experimental study of nuclear properties in particle-nucleus collisions mostly per
formed by measuring the angular and energy distributions of emitted particle groups, 
whereas the physical information concerning both the properties of nuclei and that of the 
nuclear interactions are involved in these distributions. 

To be able to evaluate reliable nuclear data from experimental ones, they have to be 
"complete and equivalent". It means, that by bombarding particle induced reactions of 
different open outgoing particle channels must be measured simultaneously. The fulfilment 
of this requirement assures on the one side the same physical conditions for each reaction 
channel which may be coupled to each other through special property of nuclei involved, 
on the other, saving expensive accelerator beam time. 

If the detection system comprises only a single detector the spectrum obtained will 
correspond simply to energy distribution of all the different particles superimposed. The 
interpretation of such a spectrum is virtually impossible, unless some means of identifying 
the particles are employed. The identification of the mass and charge of particles is a 
general problem in experimental nuclear physics. There arc few methods to distinguish 
the particles of different type. One of them relies on the characteristic impulse form of the 
signal from the particle detectors [1], an other is based on the simultanous momentum and 
velocity measurements using magnetic and time of flight spectrometers, respectively. The 
so called "telescope-technique" (2] relies on the rate of energy loss of the charged particles 
characteristic of their type as given e.g. by the Bethe - Block formula [3]. As a consequence 
of the form of the energy dependence of the particle type specific energy loss this method 
for particle identification could be applied at particle energies <200 MeV. 

The high energy resolution inherent in the operation of solid state particle detectors 
and the ability to make detectors of good uniformity have greatly extended and simplified 
using a series of detectors forming telescope. In its first "thin" member an amount of 
particle energy of &E is absorbed, in the second one the particle looses its remaining 
energy of E', assuming that the second detector is "thick" enough. The signal of the first 
detector corresponds to the specific energy loss, and the total energy of the particle is 
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given by Еш = AU + F.The task « t o measure the telescope signal pairs (Д£,Е) and to 
analyse the АБ - But two dimensional matrix spectrum. 

A collaterally expandable multi-channel charged particle solid state spectrometer uti
lising the telescope-technique is built to accomplish this task above [4]. 

Design criteria and the basic requirements for the particle spectrometer are as follows: 
The spectrometer system must be operated under full PC-controt. Instead of writing 
valid data (address-pairs) onto magtape or other mass media for later analyses and data 
reduction (List Mode), the two-dimensional AE-Eut matrix spectrum immediately must 
be generated (Dual Parameter Mode). With the aid of appropriate graphics took, the 
two-dimensional &E - Et* matrix spectrum display must be continuously updated, thus 
making it possible to monitor the collected data during the measurement. At the end of 
a ran, the spectrum in the two-dimensional matrix must be saved in a condensed form, 
storing only the non-zero data, saving disk space and speeding up the read-in procedure 
of later off-line analyses. Speed requirements must be satisfied, i.e. due to high and 
volmDÍno*is data rates, especially in positions of detector telescopes at forward angles, 
the buffering of the address-pairs must be used in the data transfer. With this buffering 
the data transfer from the ADCs' buffers to the on-board memory buffer must be made 
automatically without interrupting the CPU of the computer. As long as the buffers are 
not full, the CPU must be free to execute various kinds of program tasks ( emptying the 
roll buffer, refrehsing data display, zoom, etc.). The data rate maximum is limited only by 
the speed of the CPU of the host computer, i.e. the emptying the contents of the on-board 
memory buffers must be made (aster, then the speed, with these buffers are filled up with 
new data from the buffers of the ADC pair. The ontrol and the handling of possible data 
losses must be carried out correctly. In cases when, from any reasons, both on-board data 
buffers are full, an inhibiting TTL level must be available to disable external devices, e.g. 
scaten, etc. 

. 2. Design of the particle spectrometer 

The actual multi-channel measuring system includes the particle spectrometer chan
nels and the general monitoring system. 

A single channel of the particle spectrometer system is built from the detector tele
scope and the coupled electronics (Preamlifiers, Amplifiers, Summing units,Timing Single 
Channel Analyzers, Delay Amplifiers, and the Coincidence Unit), and the Matrix-Analyzer 
Card (PCA4-KND) installed in the host computer. The general monitoring system con-
sift of the Monitor detectors (at -15' and +15* of laboratory angles) and their coupled 
«tectonics and the two PCA4-KN single-ADC multichannel analyzer cards inserted into an 
additional PC, external control scalers (coincidences, Monitor detector counts, the Faraday 
count», etc.), and the main control unit, to start, stop and reset all the analyzer cards and 
external scalers synchronized (see Fig.l) 
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Hardware lequirements 

K two (or more) silicon surface barrier detectors are arranged pi a telescope, the rate 
of energy loss is indicated by the energy A£ , deposited ш the fint detector, wich inust be 
transparent to all particles of interest. .' 

ТЫ coincidence of the sjgiiaborigiiirö 
out e l nil non-wanted coincidences are achieved by a well defined electronics (see F1g2) 
built from standard NIM electronics (ORTEC, CANBERRA). 

Valid events are considered when the particle travel sed the AS detector and stopped 
hi the £* detector, with its total energy given by the sum of the A £ and ff values. 

The centerpiece of the particle spectrometer is the dual-ADC matrix analyser (PCA4-
KND) plug-in PC card especially designed to fulfil the requirements specified above, and 
the properly configured host computer. The operating program (CARDMX) requires 
a host IBM AT/386-387/486 computer with at least 8 Mbytes of memory, an ET-4000 
SVGA(1024*768*256) color and a Hercules (80*25 text) mono graphics cards and at least 
40 Mbytes of free disk space for the temporary storage of the spectrum files. 

3. Software implementation 

The software system consist of six subsystems: 

• The МАШ Program Unit, 
• Basic I/O, 
• Board Ontroll Subsystem, 
• The SVGA Color Graphics Subsystem, 
• Tbe EMS Subsystem, 
e The Utility Subsystem, 

I 
The task of the Main Program is to control the hardware elements, i.e. the registers, 

timers, and the memory buffers of the PCA4-KND Dual-ADC Matrix Analyzer Card, the 
SVGA 7(1024*768*256) graphics and the Hercules(80*25 mono-color text mode) drivers, 
and the Memory (DOS, and EMS area) and organize the whole data collection procedure 
(Fig3) 

In our case two 2 Mbytes (lk*lk*2 bytes) EMS memory areas are allocated. One for 
the on-line two-parameter spectrum area, where the actually collected spectrum is stored 
and updated (ANAL-EMS-AREA), the other is used to stow spectrum read from the hard 
disk (EVAL-EMS-AREA), in order to allow evaluation and data reduction procedures, 
fcg. integrating the counts under certain peaks of the two-dimensional spectra, cutting out 
subepectra of different particles, etc. These kind of evaluation procedures can be carried 
out while tbe dual-parameter data collection is going, since the PCA4-KND card works 
independently of the computer's CPU. 

The main loop of the CARDMX program is organized in order to poll the flag registers 
in every program loop. Thus, if one of the data buffers ol the card is already full, with 
the highest priority the readout of the buffer is immediately initiated. However, the user, 
during long data collection times can evaluate earlier measured spectra. 
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Whan tbe data collection of the card is enabled by tfc operating software the ADCO 
starts ADC1 as soon as the AB signal has arrived in ADCO. The result of the analog-to-
digital conversions i.e. the two ebsnnej-eddresses corresponding to the deposited energy 
in the AB detector and to the total energy of the particle detected. ТЫ address-pair 
it than transferred as a double word to the on-board dual-port memory buffer, which is 
derided into two, upper and lower parts, both having a status bit called оивег-mO flag. If 
a * the lower half is full, the flag bit belonging to this lower half is set to 1, and the next 
address pair is then transferred to the upper half of the memory buffer. When this upper 
half buffer gets fall, its flag bit is also a-t t o l . 

The main program by polling these bits can be simply informed about the state of 
süsse ouners. 

The process that reads, out the address-pairs from the on-board memory buffer, can 
carry out three difierent tasks. The first is the updating the two-dimensional matrix 
tp—fc îi», i.e. incrementing the content of the channel specified by the AB-Вы address-
pair. The second is to update the so called sum spectrum (projected to But i.e. р " " ^ 
in AB) and display it. The third task is to update the graphics representing the two-
dinOTwional matrix spectrum, i.e. to put a pixel to the appropriate position with a color, 
determined by the value of the content of that specific channel. 

To display the 1024x1024 two-dimensional spectrum, the so called contour mods is 
used. The X and Y axes correspond to the total energy and to AE respectively. The Z 
axis is the number of counts, represented by dynimacally varying colours. 

To aid the inspection of the data a dual-mode zoom facility is provided for the fast 
data evaluation process. 

Helping the interpretation of the data, several display manipulation functions are 
provided, enabling details to be more closely examined. 

The contour display includes region of interest, gross peak area, net peak area and 
net peak volume with on line counting statistics. 

The Basic Input-Output Subsystem manages all screen-handling utilities con
cerning the mono text screen, supplying tbe main program with correct system date and 
time parameters, managing the files, and the tbe keyboard activities. 

The control of the PCA4-KND Dual-ADC Matrix Analyzer Card is carried out with 
tils aid of several subroutines written in machine code (MASM Ver. 5.1) contained by the 
Board Controll Subsystem. 

The Board Controll Subsystem enables the main program: 
e to test the presence of the PCA4-KND card, 
e to read and write the Board Controll Register, 
e to read the Board Control! Register, 
e to clear the Memory Address Register, 
• to clear the Selected Interrupt Sources, 
e to read tbe Board Status Register, 
e to write the Measurement Enable Register, 
e to preset All Counters on Board, 
e to write tbe Test/Execute Register 
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• to write Preset Values into counters of On-Board Timers 
• to read elapsed counts from counters of On-Board Timers 
• to dear the Memory Buffers of the PCA4-KND card 

The SVGA Colour graphic» subsystem tabes care of all counting processes intend 
far the net graphic» required, supplies «Л kinds of graphics subroutines (detecting and 
setting SVGA graphics .modes, linedrawing, pixel handling, painting, rharartar writing 
ate.) lor the main program and other subprogram units. 

The graphics subsystem was developed ттасЫпе code fa order to a d u ^ 
spaed for the required graphics. The ET-4000 graphics processor of TSENG LABORA-
TOBIES(5] was selected, for SVGA graphics adapters developed around this chip having 
1 Mbyte on-board graphics memory enabled us to have 1024*768 screen resolution in 256 
colours, and the detailed technical reference manual necessary far the direct prograinming 
of the graphics processor was available[6]. 

The main role of the EMS Subsystem is to enable the collection of data in alarge 
two-dimensonal matrix with size of 2 Mbytes with a measuring software written to run 
under the IBM or PC DOS environment, i.e. when the Intel 80386/80486 processor is 
verlang in the so called "real" mode. 

Ik resolution was cboosen for both the A£, and the Eu* ADCs, thus one ЬЕ- Еш 
spectrum, with 16 bit spectrum data storage requires lk,x 1« x 2fryte# = 2Mbytes of . 
memory. With a 386/486 computer under the MS-DOS operating system only the memory 
area above the 1 Mbyte base memory can be used for storing such large amount of data. 
Two ways seemed to be appropriate for this purpose, the use of the EMS and the XMS 
memory specifications. Special test routines were developed using both to select the foster 
one. For our systems the EMS resulted about 1.3 times higher speed over the XMS. 

The processes of the EMS subsystem developed in machine code using the detailed 
EMS eperificatione[7) are: 

• testing the EMS Status, 
a allocating and deallocating EMS memory areas, 
a handling all EMS Page Mapping tasks, 
a clearing the allocated EMS spectrum memory area, 
a reading data from the buffers of the PCA4-KND card (According to the addresses the 

content is incremented in the appropriate channel of the AE - Em spectrum and the 
Eut sum spectrum is updated.), 

a loading the content of a spectrum file from the disk into the EMS memory area, 
• plotting the AE - Бил spectrum from the EMS buffer, 
a reading the content of the (Д£, Еш) channel of the EMS buffer, 
a saving the spectrum allocated in the EMS buffer into a condensed binary file on disk. 

The subroutines of the Utility Subsystem were written in Microsoft FORTRAN • 
(Ver. 6.0) and supplying the main program with different initializing capabilities, with 
zooming facilities, with different string handling utilities, with the on screen help and with 
the energy calibration service. 
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4. System peHctrsnaske 

The pcrfonnance of the spectrometer ayatem waa tested at the IIGC cyclotron of tke 
Nndaar Research Institute (АТОМЮ) in Debrecen. Uamg 28 MeV energy *#e beam and 
a larga scattering chamber with diameter of 80 cm under realistic physical condition» 

The signal from the transparent .\Б detector will be a good approximation to dB/еж 
at energy В only if the fractional energy fees ЬБ/Е Ы small In fact, one should choose 
the IhJiaiiil АД detector compatible with the requirement that it be penetrated by the 
moat heavily ionising partidé to be detected. 

Si surface barrier (ORTEC) and 3000м Uikk Si(U) (ENERTEC) detectors. ТЫ angular 
lesoiMtion was determined by 0.5 x 8mm slits placen in front of the tranenussion detec
tors. The target was an enriched (98.6of 260/i/cm1 thidmpw. The monitor detectors were 
placed at +15o and -15o laboratory angles to the beam direction. Tbe symmetrical double 
monitoring enabled us to control continuosly the beam position at 0o, get rid off the acd-
dsntal diaturbing effects of the beam instabilities around Oo. As а рага1Ы control for beam 
monitoring a simultaneous charge collection was carried out. A typical matrix • f t ' — 
of the emitted particles from tbe »MgfHe*Яе),(»Яе*НеГ)»Мд, » M o f ffe,a)nJ»Te, 
*Me(*ffe,d) sA(, "Mg1*Ht,p)*Al reactions is shown on Fig.4. 

During the measurements the possible data losses have two sources: one arises from 
the insufficient speed of data transfer from the on-board memory buffers to EMS memory 
buffer, tbe other originates from pile-up effects in theADC-s. To avoid the error component 
in the abaolute cross section vetoes arising from the first source, the corresponding monitor 
scaler was disabled by tbe Buffer Füll Inhibit signal. The appearence of this effect could 
be seen from comparing tbe monitor - and the occasionally inhibited monitor scalers, 
indicating that tbe further increase in bombarding particle current will not decrease the 
overall measuring time anymore. The pile-up losses were checked as a function of the rate 
of the incoming signals to the ADCs(Fig.5). 

The limit for tbe possible maximum load of tbe spectrometer, is given by the curve:~e 
few kHz. 

U has to be noted that this value does not set a real limitation since tbe yiekls available 
in realistic experimental conditions in nuclear reaction studies in energy range in question 
are lower (<500 Hz) then the yield corresponding to tbe limit. 
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